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A well-developed posterior is an incredibly common fitness goal these days plus, having 
strong glutes has a whole host of fitness benefits. So what are the most efficient ways to 
get bigger, stronger glutes? 

Lets dive in:

1. You’re not doing the correct exercises!
ALMOST every “bum building’ program advertised to 

women DO NOT use the most effective exercises. They 

typically do not include the most powerful bum building 

exercises like hip thrusts, stiff legged deadlift, barbell 

squat, deadlift, lunges and good mornings. 

Not all exercise is created equal...some build muscle 

faster and more effectively than others and if your goal 

is to build round glutes they should make up the bulk of 

your glute workout.

These big exercises are considered some of the greatest strength builders by bodybuilders and athletes 

because they work extremely well at building strength and muscle. You need to be doing these exercises 

every week in order to build your glutes, if you are not then you a fighting a loosing battle.
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2. You’re not lifting heavy enough!

3. You’re not hitting the glutes frequently enough!!

This myth still exists that if women liftheavy weights they 

will become bulky, while lifting light weights for high 

reps would build a ‘toned’ and sculpted body. NOTHING 

could be further from the truth!!! It is very true that 

heavy weights build more muscle but this is a GOOD 

thing. If your goal is to DEVELOP your glutes its logical to 

do it in the most effective way possible which is with 

HEAVY WEIGHTS. 

You need to progressively overload the glutes. Progressive overload is a strength-training concept that says: 

In order to get stronger (and see results), you need to continuously increase the amount of resistance you 

expose your muscles to. In other words, you keep upping the weight and/or reps in your workouts over time to 

consistently challenge your muscles. Women with the most developed glutes are also the STRONGEST, the 

only way to get glutes that are rounder and firmer is to get very strong at the best glute exercises.

Frequency of training is a much more important factor than we had previously believed it to be. We have 

been told to hit a muscle hard and long but then to leave it alone for a full week to allow it to recover so that it 

has time to grow. Although there is some truth in that belief its been applied all wrong. Yes you need to allow 

for recovery but recovery does not equal ADAPTATION aka muscle growth. In the case of building the glutes 

we want the body to ADAPT to the right exercises and loads by building bigger and stronger glutes. This 

happens much more effectively when we increase the frequency of training. I recommend training the glutes 

three times per week with a variety of loads and exercises.

4. You’re not eating enough!!
Building muscleis a very demanding process and if you 

are under-eating by a large amount, your glutes will 

NOT grow. If you're going for bigger glutes specifically, 

you might want to consider pausing any fat-loss plans 

you have at the moment, you’ll see results faster if 

you're eating more (healthy) food.



Think whole foods: lean protein, vegetables, carbohydrates, heart-healthy fats and fibre!

Follow these 4 tips and you will have no problem building a round, firm, more shapely bum!! Good luck!!
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